Accelerating Recovery & Reinvention
Summer 2020

If the COVID crisis has taught us anything, it is that change can come quickly, and our
schools must take control where we can, particularly in times of uncertainty. As we
shift from Response and into Recovery mode many of our schools also see an
opportunity for Reinvention. Accelerating change is no longer an option if schools
want to ensure their long-term sustainability.

“An earthquake
just knocked
your house
down. Don’t
rebuild the
same house!”

The CSCA will pivot this year, oﬀering a unique, highly-supported, two-week virtual
strategic planning experience focused entirely on the “HOW” of Recovery and
Reinvention. CAIS Schools can send teams with speciﬁc projects that will directly
support their 2020-2021 academic year and beyond.
The 2020 CSCA oﬀers school teams:
● A Change Acceleration Toolkit and a opportunity to build a Reinvention
Roadmap.
● Blocks of focused synchronous learning and planning time alongside teams
from other schools
● Blocks of relevant asynchronous activities, supported by responsive
resources equivalent to an in-person workshop
● Coaching hours with our facilitation team
● The experience that mirrors the future of work in education

Does your school community want
to avoid the “Recovery lag”? Do you
want to move more quickly and
sustainably into some form of
Reinvention?
The tools of the CSCA are focused
on helping schools move more
quickly to Reinvention by learning
and practicing time-tested skills of
organizational change management.
From “Responding, Recovering, Reinventing: Three Jobs That Matter for School
Communities Navigating a COVID World”, Transcend Education, April 2020

“The old excuse that
changing schools is like
re-directing an aircraft
carrier is totally busted.
Look at what we all did in
a week or two this
spring.”

It is imperative that schools not waste the lessons from this crisis. The
CSCA is organized to help school teams move quickly:
1. Shifting from “What” to “How”: The CAIS Long Term Disruption
workshops are identifying new best practices; this year’s SCA is
dedicated to providing the tools needed to execute in the year ahead.
2. Slow down to speed up: Accelerating eﬀective and sustainable
change is a skill set. We take the time in our summer workshops to
build those skills, so we an eﬀect change now, and it sticks.
3. Use time-tested practices. We know how organizations change; this
is not something you have to invent. We provide the basic tools, and
help you build a roadmap for how to use them.
4. Go back upstream to leverage new opportunities: The skills of
accelerating change include ﬁnding the origins of what isn’t working
well so we don’t keep re-building on an outdated foundation.

TEAMS
Teams are invited to join the 2020 CSCA as follows
One or more teams per school; a minimum of 3 members per team is required.
However, we have observed that teams of 4-5 leaders with diﬀerent responsibilities
(academic and operational), have proven most productive.
Each team will select to deep dive into one of the following four driving issues that are
directly linked to the CAIS Long Term Disruptions workshops being conducted this
May-June; OR they may propose a diﬀerent area of focus:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Ongoing rotating school closures through the next 18-24 months; how might your
school respond in real-time to short notice closures in ways that allow you and
your school community to thrive?
Need for hybrid instructional strategies due to physical distancing: how might
your faculty be upskilled and supported to respond to contemporary,
tech-leveraged pedagogy?
Student and staﬀ physical, social, and emotional wellness: how might your school
put wellbeing at the core of your value proposition to allow students and faculty
to thrive?
Don’t waste the crisis: how might your school help your teams to see the
potential to thrive by bringing the lessons we learn during this time back to
school when we are face-to-face?

The 2020 CSCA will take place during the week of July
13-17. Teams will join virtually during the synchronous
blocks of the workshop on the video platform provided by
CAIS. They will work on their own time and platforms to
complete the asynchronous activities per the schedule
provided. Teams will also be able to connect for individual
coaching sessions via live video chat with one or more of
the program facilitators during this two-week period.
Consideration will be given to running a second cohort
July 20-24 if the number of teams warrant.

KEY ELEMENTS

Key Elements of the CAIS Strategic Change Accelerator
This unique experience is designed to take each school team through a intensive change mapping and planning process that prepares them eﬀective
implementation during what may be, in the 2020-21 school year, short windows of opportunity to respond to changing conditions.
The CAIS Strategic Change Accelerator will be facilitated by protocols and strategies adapted from the work of IDEO, John Kotter, Grant Lichtman, and
other leaders in the ﬁeld of strategic change acceleration. School teams will work to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Articulate their strategic initiative
Focus and clarify their change urgency
Use time-tested design tools to ﬁnd and solve the most critical problems
Research exemplar schools
Build and support a guiding coalition
Develop an implementation roadmap for the current and subsequent years as needed
Lead future changes with a full toolkit and conﬁdence in facing ambiguity and disruption.

FACILITATORS

Grant Lichtman, Author, Speaker,
Facilitator of CAIS Long Term Disruption
Workshops
Grant is an internationally recognized thought
leader in the drive to transform K-12 education.
Based on two decades of work as a senior
administrator, teacher, and trustee in K-12
education, he speaks, writes, and works with
school and community teams to build capacity
and comfort with innovation in response to a
rapidly changing world. Grant has visited and
worked with more than 225 schools and districts
since 2012, and is the author of four books: Thrive:
How Schools Will Win the Education Revolution;
Moving the Rock: Seven Levers WE Can Press to
Transform Education; #EdJourney: A Roadmap to
the Future of Education, and The Falconer: What
We Wish We Had Learned in School.

Justin Medved, Director of Learning,
Innovation & Technology, The York School
Justin is the current Director of Learning,
Innovation and Technology at the York
School in Toronto. He was one of the lead
facilitators of Project 2051 and is
co-founder of the Cohort 21 professional
development community. Justin
co-designed the facilitation package that
drove the recent CIS Ontario Connect
conference and has done work with
multiple CAIS schools supporting their
strategic planning process.

Garth Nichols, Vice-Principal, Student
Engagement & Experiential Development,
Havergal College
Garth is the Vice-Principal of Student Engagement
and Experiential Development at Havergal College
in Toronto. As one of the lead facilitators of Project
2051 and co-founder of the Cohort 21 professional
development community, Garth has a passion for
working with schools to support their strategic
initiatives. With a compassion for all levels of
stakeholders in strategic change, Garth has
worked successfully with multiple CAIS schools on
meaningful strategic change implementation that
endures.

SCHEDULE
“Draft” Calendar of Learning Activities and Connection Points
Legend: AS = Asynchronous; S = Synchronous; B = Blended; Submission of Tasks/Feedback
(NOTE: Synchronous time blocks are generally 3-4 hours in length; total of 20 hrs over the week)
Monday, July 13

Tuesday, July 14

Pre-Launch Resources (1hr)
Self organized planning and work
COVID World Realities: Grant
time
Big Lessons from COVID world: Grant
What We Have Always Known that COVID By Tuesday at Noon:
Ampliﬁed: Grant
● Complete “Call to Arms” activity
We Know How Change Works: Kotter
(approx: 2hrs)
Overview: Justin
Lessons We Need to Remember: Garth
Oﬃce Hours: GN, GL and JM

Wednesday, July 15

Thursday, July 16

Friday, July 17

Self organized planning and work
time

Self organized planning and work
time

Self organized planning and work
time

By Wednesday at Noon:
● Guiding Lights, Fencelines, and
Colors Activity

By Thursday at Noon:
● Start building the Roadmap

By Friday at Noon:
● Final Draft of the Roadmap

Individual checking in with group on
their progress

Oﬃce Hours: GN, GL and JM

Noon - 4:00 PM ET
Stress test your Roadmap;
● What is Plan B and Plan C?
Where are your “Kotter points” on the
Roadmap?
What are your short term wins?
Who is your initial team? How does
your team build?
How to amplify multi-school research

Noon - 4:00 PM ET
Share Roadmap; gather feedback
What Do You Need Now?
Final check:
● Kotter steps
● Logic model stages
● Long-term disruption challenges
addressed?
● Future-focused?
● Dynamic and ﬂexible?
Wrap-up & Celebration

Self organized planning and work
time
By Friday at Noon:
● Final Draft of the Roadmap

4:00 - 5:00 PM ET
Launch of Personalized coaching:
● Justin
● Garth
● Grant

Noon - 4:00 PM ET
● Intros (Harry Potter and Corner
activities)
● Arc of the week
● Mad Lib in breakout rooms
● Big Tools of Change
● Kotter in brief
● Share your projects
● What is your time frame?
● Intro to Roadmap
● “Case Study” Activity

Noon - 4:00 PM ET
North Star Alignment
Building a guiding coalition
CASE STUDY in rapid change:
● Lessons learned
● New options for all of us
● How might we apply those to next
changes?
Intro do basics of design thinking
How might we… Activity in breakouts
Intro to Guiding Lights, Fencelines,
and Colors

Noon - 4:00 PM ET
Share guiding lights, fencelines, colors
Intro & Application of Logic Model
Impacts and Outcomes in breakouts

Self organized planning and work time
By Tuesday at Noon:
● Complete “Call to Arms” activity
(approx: 2hrs)

Self organized planning and work
time
By Wednesday at Noon:
● Guiding Lights, Fencelines, and
Colors Activity

Self organized planning and work
time
By Thursday at Noon:
● Start building the Roadmap

Coaching time
Activities and Resources in breakouts
Introduction to Roadmap

